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Abstract—Hybrid herostructures comprising an YBa2Cu3Ox (YBCO) hightemperature superconductor
(HTS) layer and Nb/Au lowtemperature superconductor (LTS) bilayer (with critical HTS and LTS temper
atures Tc and T c' , respectively), separated by a thin (dM = 5–20 nm) interlayer of LaMnO3, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3,
or La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 manganite have been studied. The electric resistance and magnetic properties of individual
(evaporated directly onto the substrate) manganite films and related hybrid herostructures have been mea
sured. Based on quasiclassical equations, analytical expressions for the conductivity of herostructures at
T ≤ T 'c are obtained in the case of a lowtransparency superconductor/manganite interface. It is established
that the conductivity of heterostructures is determined by the proximity effect (related to the penetration of
a condensate wavefunction from the Nb/Au bilayer to manganite) and depends strongly on interface trans
parency. At low temperatures (T Ⰶ T 'c ), the conductivity peaks are found at voltages determined by the
exchange field of the manganite interlayer. At T 'c < T < Tc, conductivity features at nearly zero bias voltages
are observed, which are related to the superconductivity of the YBCO electrode.
DOI: 10.1134/S1063776111050177

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a topical direction in solid state
physics that received much attention was related to the
interaction of superconductivity and magnetism. This
problem was studied in both magnetic superconduc
tors and hybrid structures consisting of superconduc
tors and magnetic materials [1–3]. The socalled
proximity effect in these hybrid structures exhibits
some nontrivial features, which lead in particular to a
nonmonotonic dependence of the critical temperature
on the F layer thickness in twolayer superconduc
tor/ferromagnet (S/F) structures. In addition, it is
possible to obtain the Josephson π junctions (contain
ing a magnetic material as weak links [3–5]) and to
increase the exchangefieldinduced critical current
in weak links containing two or more F layers [6–8].
The spatially inhomogeneous distribution of the
exchange field in a noncollinearly oriented ferromag
net can lead to an anomalous proximity effect as deter
mined by the triplet component of the condensate
wavefunction [6]. The effect can also be related to the
singlet component of this wavefunction, in which case
the proximity effect can be implemented in a multi
layer magnetic structure with antiferromagnetic (AF)
ordering of magnetization in the layers [9–11].

It should be noted that previous investigations of
F/S structures were mostly carried out on polycrystal
line films, in which the influence of the crystalline
structure of contacting materials was leveled and,
hence, some interesting effects could not be observed.
For example, the junctions with an AF interlayer did
not exhibit an anomalously large proximity effect like
that manifested in a magnetic layer structure with an
AFordered interlayer [10, 11].
This investigation was devoted to hybrid structures
containing layers of a magnetic metal, superconduct
ing cuprates, and manganites. Manganites are known
to possess an unusual combination of properties [12–
15], which account for the special interest in hetero
structures with these magnetic materials [16, 17].
These properties include colossal magnetoresistance,
crystalline structure type and parameters analogous to
those of cuprates, and chemical compatibility with
cuprates. Earlier investigations [18–22] showed that
thinlayer manganite/cuprate interfaces such as
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3/YBa2Cu3Ox (LCMO/YBCO) and
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/YBa2Cu3Ox (LSMO/YBCO) are
coherent and free of defects. The chemical diffusion of
elements at the interface was absent to within experi
mental accuracy [21], although more precise mea
surements [17] revealed manganese ion migration
within a range of 1 nm.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Nb/Au/M/YBCO/NGO
hybrid heterostructure: (a) transverse cross section with
scheme of current (I) control and response voltage (V)
measurement; (b) theoretical model of HHS with allow
ance for barriers (thick solid lines) at the manganite layer
boundaries.

The above circumstances and a high degree of
polarization in manganites make superconductor
structures containing these materials interesting
model objects for investigating spindependent elec
tron transport and proximity effects. In particular, it
was established [18, 20] that twolayer LCMO/YBCO
structures exhibited a decrease at the superconducting
transition temperature if the YBCO layer thickness
was below 10 nm, which was explained by the diffusion
of spinpolarized carriers. At the same time, the Curie
temperature also decreased for an LCMO layer thick
nesses below 10 nm [18–22]. Investigations of hetero
structures with manganite/cuprate interfaces showed a
large variety of electrical properties and gave results
that could not be explained using the wellknown
models [23–25].
This article presents the results of experimental
investigations of S'/M/Sd hybrid heterostructures
(HHSs) of the Nb/Au/M/YBCO type, where S' is a
superconductor with an swave symmetry of the order
parameter (Nb/Au bilayer) and Sd is an YBCO epilayer
possessing predominantly a dwave symmetry of the
order parameter. The magnetically active interlayer
(M) was made of either an undoped LaMnO3 (LMO)
manganite or optimally doped LCMO and LSMO
compositions. The optimum doping level implies an
impurity concentration corresponding to the maxi
mum Curie temperature. The data of resistance mea
surements are compared to the results of calculations
using formulas based on the quasiclassical equations
of the theory of superconductivity.
2. SAMPLE PREPARATION
Superconducting YBCO cuprate epilayers with a
critical temperature of Tc = 88–89 K were manufac
tured by laser ablation with deposition onto
(110)NdGaO3 (NGO) substrates at 700–800°C.
Then, a thin interlayer of manganite (M = LMO,

10−1
LCMO
10−3

LSMO
0

100

200

300
T, K

Fig. 2. Temperature dependences of resistivity of the indi
vidual manganite films (deposited directly onto substrate).

LCMO, LSMO) with a thickness of dM = 5–20 nm
was epitaxially grown in the same vacuum chamber at
a high temperature and then covered with a thin (20–
30 nm) layer of gold (Au) upon cooling to room tem
perature. A subsequent layer of niobium (Nb) was
deposited by magnetron sputtering. The protective Au
film reduced the outdiffusion of oxygen from oxides.
The proximity effect between the superconducting
(Nb) and metal (Au) films determined the critical
temperature of the Nb/Au bilayer at T 'c = 8.5–9 K,
which was close to the critical temperature (9.2 K) of
a pure Nb film. The interlayer of an optimumdoped
manganite (M = LCMO, LSMO) at T < 100 K exhib
its the properties of a ferromagnetic metal [16, 17]. In
the case of undoped manganite (M = LMO), the
interlayer at low temperatures must exhibit AF proper
ties [16, 17].
The desired HHS topology was formed using the
standard photolithographic, plasmachemical, and
ionbeam etching techniques [26]. The cross section
of the HHS is a square with side L = 10–50 μm. Figure
1 shows the HHS cross section and the scheme of cur
rent control and response voltage measurements.
3. RESULTS OF ELECTRICAL
AND MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
3.1. Resistance and Magnetic Parameters
of Manganite Layers
Since the properties of manganite films are fre
quently different from those of single crystals (see,
e.g., [27]), it is expedient to consider first the temper
ature dependences (Fig. 2) of the resistance R(T) of
individual (evaporated directly onto substrate) man
ganite films used as interlayers in the HHS. A change
in the character of this temperature dependence is
indicative of the insulator–metal transition (at T =
TMI) at the Curie (TC) temperature of this magnetic
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of FMR field H0 (mea
sured at a frequency of 9.76 GHz). for three individual
manganite films: (䊊) LMO; (䉭) LCMO; (䊉) LSMO. The
Curie temperature TC was determined at the point of tran
sition from the weak growth (characteristic of a paramag
netic phase) to sharp drop in H0(T): TC(LMO) = 150 K;
TC(LCMO) = 200 K; TC(LSMO) = 370 K.

film. This transition is more clearly pronounced for
LCMO at a temperature of T = 210 K, above which
the conductivity is of the thermoactivated type, while
below 210 K it is of the metallic type. For an LSMO
film, TC is above room temperature and occurs outside
the temperature interval of measurements; in the
undoped LMO film, the metal–insulator transition is
not observed and only a small change in the curvature
of R(T) plot takes place. The resistivity of an individ
ual LMO film at low temperatures is several orders of
magnitude higher than those of LCMO and LSMO.
The Curie temperatures of the individual mangan
ite films and HHSs were determined from the temper
ature dependences of the ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) field H0 at a frequency of 9.76 GHz. As the
temperature decreases, the FMR field initially exhibits
a weak increase (characteristic of a paramagnetic
phase), which changes to a sharp drop in H0(T) on
approaching the Curie temperature (Fig. 3). These TC
values were (i) somewhat different from those deter
mined from the measurements of the susceptibility of
singlecrystalline samples and (ii) strongly dependent
on the quality of crystalline films, mechanical stresses,
and composition stoichiometry with respect to oxygen
[27].
For LCMO and LSMO layers, these TC values were
close to the corresponding metal–insulator transition
temperatures as determined from the R(T) curves
(Fig. 2). Despite the fact that no bending point char
acteristic of the metal–insulator transition was
observed on the R(T) curves for the undoped LMO
films, these films exhibited a paramagnetic–ferromag
netic phase transition. The TC values determined from
the FMR data for LMO films were about 100 K. As is

0

100

200

T, K

Fig. 4. Temperature dependences of the normalized resis
tance in HHSs with manganite interlayers of tree types:
(dash–dot curve) LMO; (dash curve) LCMO; (solid
curve]) LSMO. Local maxims correspond to the metal–
insulator transition. R(T) is the resistance at T = 278 K.

well known, the main factor accounting for the
appearance of ferromagnetism in doped manganites is
the double exchange between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions
[28]. In manganites with low doping levels, the
appearance of F and AF phases is due to the superex
change between Mn3+ ions. An important role in the
interactions of these ions is played by the Jahn–Teller
distortion [29, 30], as a result of which the F phase
exists even in the undoped stoichiometric LMO and
nonstoichiometric LaMnO3 + δ. The presence of
stresses induced by the substrate [27] in LMO epilayers
enhances the ferromagnetism analogously to the effect
of external pressure [30].
In HHSs with LCMO interlayers, the TC exhibited
a decrease with decreasing dM below 10 nm. At the
same time, an analogous decrease in TC for the struc
tures with LSMO interlayers was observed at signifi
cantly smaller dM values (below 2 nm), for which the
interlayer could become inhomogeneous.
3.2. Temperature Dependences of Resistivity
in Hybrid Heterostructures
Figure 4 shows the temperature dependences of the
resistivity at low levels of mechanical stresses in HHSs
with manganite interlayers of the three types under
consideration. At relatively high temperatures (T >
150 K), the behavior of R(T) is determined primarily
by the temperature dependence of the resistivity of the
YBCO electrode. A small deviation from the linear
decrease in R(T) for HHSs with LSMO interlayers is
related to their high Curie temperatures (TC > 300 K).
A decrease in resistivity observed at T ≤ Tc is caused by
the superconductivity of YBCO, while the decrease at
T ≤ T 'c is additionally influenced by superconductivity
in the Nb/Au electrode. Note, however, that the
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superconducting transition in the Nb/Au electrode for
the HHSs with LSMO interlayers is not observed. It is
also seen that the contribution from the manganite
interlayer and superconductor/manganite interfaces is
strongly manifested at temperatures near the metal–
insulator transition (TMI), which is close to the Curie
temperature. In this case, R(T) and TMI (as well as TC)
depend on the composition of the manganite inter
layer. Note that TMI for LCMO is not much higher
than the temperature of the superconducting elec
trode, which accounts for the most rapid variation of
R(T) in the vicinity of T = 100 K.
A decrease in TMI with the thickness of the manga
nite interlayer, which was reported earlier (see, e.g.,
[18, 19]), was also observed in our experiments. For
HHSs with LSMO interlayers (possessing high TC val
ues), the interlayer, as well as the YBCO film, contrib
utes to the R(T) curves at T > Tc. At low temperatures,
the HHSs with LSMO and LMO (in contrast to
LCMO) interlayers exhibit an increase in R(T) with
decreasing temperature.
The resistivity of individual LCMO films (depos
ited directly onto substrates) at T = 4.2 K amounted to
ρM = 10–3 Ω cm. The contribution of a manganite
interlayer with this resistivity to the characteristic
resistance of HHS is expected to be very small (RMA =
ρMdM = 10–9 Ω cm2 at dM = 10 nm). However, the mea
sured characteristic resistance of this HHS (RNA ≈
2 × 10–4 Ω cm2 at dM = 10 nm) proved to be much
greater than expected. Therefore, the resistance of an
HHS with an LCMO interlayer at low temperatures
(T < T 'c ) is determined by the resistances of barriers I1
and I2 between the manganite and adjacent layers,
while the resistance of the interlayer proper can be
ignored.
The opposite situation tales place in the HHS with
LMO interlayer, for which the resistance of the indi
vidual manganite film increases with decreasing tem
perature (Fig. 2). For a resistivity of 103 Ω cm at T <
10 K (Fig. 2), its contribution to the characteristic
resistance of the HHS (ρM = 10–2 Ω cm2 at dM = 10 nm)
must be significantly greater. However, the experimen
tal value of RNA of the HHS is lower by several orders
of magnitude. Therefore, the resistances of thin LMO
films in contact with YBCO exhibit a change by anal
ogy with that reported for Ca0.7Sr0.3CuOx films [10].
The observed growth in RNA with increasing dM >
10 nm (Fig. 5) indicates that the modified layer thick
ness does not exceed 10 nm.
Taking into account the resistance of the Au/M
interface (which was determined in an additional
experiment) and the published data [31] and assuming
that the interlayer resistance is relatively small, we
conclude that the resistance of the M/YBCO interface
makes the maximum contribution to the HHS resis
tance. The (Nb/Au)/M interface also has a low trans
parency. For this reason, the heterostructures under
consideration can be considered S'–I1–M–I2–Sd
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Fig. 5. Plots of the characteristic resistance (RNA) versus
interlayer thickness (dM) for HHSs with interlayers of (䊉)
LMO and (䉭) LCMO (vertical bars indicate the confi
dence intervals). Solid curve is the approximation of
experimental values; dashed curves show contributions
due the resistances of manganite interlayers.

structures, in which the role of barriers I1 and I2 is
played by the (Nb/Au)/M and M/YBCO interfaces,
respectively, while the Nb/Au bilayer is a supercon
ductor with the swave symmetry of the order param
eter in contrast to the Sd (YBCO) superconductor,
which predominantly possesses the dwave symmetry
of the order parameter. The results of measurements of
several characteristic HHS samples at low tempera
tures are summarized in the table. Note that the RN
values for HHSs were determined at a bias voltage of V
≥ 2 mV, where the influence of gap peculiarities of the
superconducting Nb/Au electrode is minimum.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the characteris
tic resistance (RNA) versus interlayer thickness (dM) for
HHSs with LMO and LCMO interlayers. The vertical
bars indicate the confidence intervals related to the
spread of the parameters of five HHSs with different
sizes L (see table) manufactured on a common chip.
The solid curve shows the approximation of experi
mental values for the LMO interlayer by a power poly
nomial; dashed curves show contributions from the
resistances of manganite interlayers (ρMdM), as calcu
lated using the values of resistivities of the individual
LCMO and LMO films at T = 4.2 K (see Fig. 2).
3.3. Dependence of HHS Conductivity
on Applied Voltage
Figure 6 shows how the voltage dependence of the
conductivity σ(V) of an HHS with a 10nmthick
LCMO interlayer varies when the temperature is
increased above liquid helium temperature. As can be
seen, the conductivity decreases at small voltages and
exhibits bending at a voltage corresponding to the
superconducting gap of niobium. Pair correlations
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Results of resistance measurements for HHSs at T = 4.2 K
Structure no.

Interlayer material

L, μm

dM, nm

RNA, mΩ cm2

σ0/σN

1

LCMO

30

10

176

0.73

2

LCMO

30

20

3645

0.89

3

LCMO

40

20

1824

0.97*

4

LMO

30

5.6

233

0.9*

5

LSMO

50

1.6

325

0.68

* Measurements at T = 6 K.

penetrate from the Nb/Au superconductor into the
interlayer and modify the density of states. A super
conducting current in the structure is absent up to a
temperature of 0.3 K and an interlayer thickness of
dM = 5 nm, which can be explained by a negligibly
small proximity effect (related to the penetration of a
condensate wavefunction from the YBCO layer to
manganite). This, in turn, may be caused by the d
wave symmetry of the YBCO condensate wavefunc
tion (or, more precisely, by the negligibly small value of
its swave component) that penetrates into the M
interlayer to a depth equal to the electron mean free
path (small compared to the interlayer thickness [32]).
Thus, the conductivity σ(V) of the HHS is deter
mined by the proximity effect in the M interlayer,
which is related to the penetration of a condensate
wavefunction from the Nb/Au superconductor. The
nonstoichiometry of the LMO film causes weak ferro
magnetism, which leads to a situation analogous to
that observed for the HHS with an LCMO interlayer
(see Section 3.1).
The appearance of critical current at small values of
the interlayer thickness (dM < 5 nm) is related to flaws
σ, mS
6K

20
5.2 K
18

10.5 K

16

−1.5

4.2 K
−1.0

−0.5

0

0.5

1.0

1.5
V, mV

Fig. 6. Family of plots of the conductivity σ versus voltage
V for HHS with LCMO interlayer (dM = 10 nm; L =
30 μm) measured at various temperatures in the interval of
4.2 K < T < 10.5 K.

appearing in the structure. This leads to the absence of
oscillatory dependences of the critical current on the
magnetic field and the absence of oscillations on the
Shapiro steps (related to the effect of an external elec
tromagnetic field in the millimeter wavelength range).
The current–voltage characteristics of the HHSs
exhibit features that manifest themselves as an
increase in differential resistance.
As the temperature increases to T ≥ 6 K (Fig. 6), the
conductivity σ(V) exhibits weak growth in the region
of small voltages, which can be related to the proxim
ity effect. This behavior is analyzed in the next section
for a particular heterostructure model.
4. THEORETICAL MODEL OF S'–I1–M–I2–N
STRUCTURE
Below we assume that conditions in the manganite
interlayer admit the diffusion transport of electrons;
that is, the electron mean free path l obeys the inequal
ity l Ⰶ dM for ξ* = (vFl/3ε*)1/2, where vF is the Fermi
velocity, Hex = exchange field in the M interlayer
(assumed to be homogeneous and oriented parallel to
the interface), dM is the interlayer thickness, and ε* =
max(T, Δ', Hex) is the characteristic energy. For the d
wave symmetry of the order parameter in the YBCO
layer, the condensate wavefunction penetrates from
the YBCO layer into the manganite to a depth (on the
order of l) that is small compared to the interlayer
thickness, so that the influence of the superconducting
pairing in YBCO on the proximity effect in the inter
layer can be ignored. Because of this, in analyzing the
transport phenomena and proximity effect in the sys
tem, we will consider a model where the YBCO layer
is replaced by a normal metal (N).
For a collinear orientation of the exchange field in
the ferromagnetic layer, calculations analogous to
those carried out in [33] lead to the following expres
sion for the current (in units of k = ប = 1):
1
I =  dε [ J + ( ε ) + J – ( ε ) ]
8eR N

∫

(1)

– eV⎞
+ eV⎞ – tanh ⎛ ε
,
× tanh ⎛ ε
⎝ 2T ⎠
⎝ 2T ⎠
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where
1
J µ ( ε ) =  ,
Q 1µ ( ε ) + Q 2µ ( ε ) + r M q µ ( ε )

R b1, 2
,
r b1, 2 = 
RN
(2)

M µ ( ε ) = Reg ( ε + μH ex, d M )Reg S' ( ε )
R

+ Imf ( ε +

0

2

4
V/Δ(0)

R

R

R

−2

thin M interlayer (i.e., under the condition that dM Ⰶ
ξ*), the Green’s functions are given by the following
expressions:

1
Q 2µ ( ε ) = r b2 
,
R
Reg ( ε + μH ex, 0 )

RM
r M = 
,
RN

1.0

Fig. 8. Theoretical voltage dependences of the conductiv
ity calculated for the S'–I1–M–I2–N structure at various
temperatures: T = 0.3 K (solid curve); 1 K (dashed curve);
4.2 K (dash–dot curve). Points (䉭) represent the experi
mental data for 40 × 40 μm2 HHS with a 20nmthick
LCMO interface. Theoretical curves are constructed for
rb1 = 2.8 × 10–3; γ/Δ'(0) = 10–3 (parameter γ characterizes
inelastic processes in S'), Hex = 0.2Δ'(0). The inset shows
the transformation of theoretical σ(V) curves depending
on the exchange energy, Hex = 0.2Δ'(0) (solid curve); 0.6
(dash–dot curve); 0.75 (dashed curve), in comparison to
the experimental data (䉭) for rb1 = 2.8 × 10–3 and t =
T/ T 'c = 0.3.

Fig. 7. Family of voltage dependences of the conductivity
calculated for the S'–I1–M–I2–N structure at εb1/Δ' =
10–1 (1), 10–2 (2), and 10–3 (3) (dashed curves 1–3,
respectively) for a normalized exchange energy of Hex/Δ' =
2, and T 'c = 9 K. The solid curve represents the experi
mental data for an HHS with 10nmthick LCMO inter
face.

1
Q 1µ ( ε ) = r b1 ,
Mµ ( ε )

0.5

R
μH ex, d M )Imf S' ( ε ),
dM

ε + i ( ε b2 + ε b1 g S' )
E
g ( ε ) = 

,
2
2 1/2
R
R
{ [ ε + i ( ε b2 + ε b1 g S' ( ε ) ) ] + ( ε b1 f S' ( ε ) ) }
(3)
R
f
(
ε
)
iε
R
b1 S

,
f ( ε ) = 
2
2 1/2
R
R
{ [ ε + i ( ε b2 + ε b1 g S' ( ε ) ) ] + ( ε b1 f S' ( ε ) ) }
where εbj = DbjvF/4dM (j = 1, 2) and Dbj is the averaged
transparency of the corresponding barrier.
In the case where the resistances of the barriers pre
dominate, we have
M µ ( ε )η µ ( ε )
F µ ( ε ) = 
 .
r b2 M µ ( ε ) + r b1 η µ ( ε )

1 dx 
1
q µ ( ε ) = 
.
2
dM
cosh
(
)
Reθ
µ
0

∫

Here, RN = Rb1 + Rb2 + RM is the resistance of the
structure in the normal state, RM is the resistance of the
M interlayer, μ = ± and θμ is determined as
R

cosh θ µ = g ( ε + μH ex, x ).
We also assume that the transparency of barriers I1
and I2 is small compared to unity (the case of arbitrary
transparencies is considered below). In the case of a

(4)

The results of numerical calculation of the depen
dence of conductivity in the S'–I1–M–I2–N' hetero
structure on the voltage are presented in Figs. 7 and 8.
5. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT
As can be seen from an analysis of the data pre
sented in Fig. 6, the σ(V) curve at T ≥ T 'c exhibits fea
tures that are most probably related to the influence of
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Fig. 9. Experimental plot of the conductivity of HHS
(LCMO interlayer) with a linear size of 10, 20, 30, 40, and
50 μm at zero bias voltage versus temperature (points). The
dashed curve shows the theoretical dependence calculated
for rb1 = 3 × 10–3 and γ = 0.01.

the Sd superconductor. On the other hand, features in
the behavior of σ(V) at lower temperatures are prima
rily related to the proximity effect caused by the pene
tration of a condensate wavefunction from the S'
superconductor to the manganite interlayer. Note that
qualitatively (not considering features die to the prox
imity effect), the shape of σ(V) at T = 4.2 K corre
sponds to that typical of the S'–I–N tunneling junc
tions, which are characterized by minimum conduc
tivity at low voltages and an increase in σ at V ≈ Δ'/e
(where Δ' is the superconducting gap). As was noted
above, the c axis of YBCO in the HHSs under consid
eration is oriented perpendicularly to the interfaces. In
this case, no Andreev bound states appear at the
M(N)/Sd interface (see, e.g. [34]) and, hence, there
are no features related to these states (as were studied,
e.g., in [12, 13, 34]).
In addition to features in the density of states at the
energies ε ≈ Δ', the structure exhibits features at ε ≈
εb1 = បD2vF/4dM. Figure 7 shows the experimental
plot of σ(V) (normalized to the asymptotic value of
conductivity) in comparison to the results of numeri
cal calculations for the S'–I1–M–I2–N structure at
several values of the parameter εb2/Δ'(0), where Δ'(0) is
the order parameter in the Nb/Au bilayer at T = 0). As
can be seen, the best agreement of theory and experi
ment is achieved for εb2/Δ'(0) = 0.01. Note that the
variation of Hex within (1–10)Δ'(0) does not change
the shape of the curve at normalized temperatures t =
T/ T 'c ≥ 0.4.
Since barrier transparency D at the interface is
determined by its resistance RbA (see, e.g., [35]), we
have
D ≈ ρl/R b A,
(5)

where ρ and l are the resistivity and mean free path,
respectively, of the manganite interlayer. Thus, the
transparencies of the two barriers are connected via the
relation for the total resistance of the HHS, defined as
RN = Rb1 + Rb2. For ρ(LCMO) = 0.1 mΩ cm, l =
10 nm, and RNA ≈ 2 × 10–4 Ω cm2, formula (5) yields
D ≈ 3 × 10–7 at liquid helium temperature (T = 4.2 K)
[29]. As a result, εb2 can be estimated at 1.4 × 10–6,
which significantly differs from the estimate obtained
by superimposing a theoretical curve onto the experi
mental data (εb2 ~ 10–2, Fig. 7). However, according to
independent measurement results [31], the character
istic resistance of the LSMO/Au interface is signifi
cantly smaller (RNA = 8 × 10–7 Ω cm2). Therefore, the
system under consideration exhibits a significant
asymmetry in the transparencies of interfaces. Using
data from [31] for estimating the parameters of the
LSMO/Au interface, we obtain εb2 ~ 3.6 × 10–4, which
is somewhat closer to the estimate obtained from anal
ysis of Fig. 7.
The situation significantly changes when the tem
perature is decreased to t = T/ T 'c < 0.3. This leads to a
sharp decrease in σ(0) = σ0 and, as a result, σ(V)
exhibits some features that are independent of the
temperature (Fig. 8). The features observed at low
voltages vary depending on the exchange field Hex. The
best agreement between theory and experiment for
HHSs with 10nmthick LCMO interlayers is
observed for Hex = 10–2Δ'(0). This value is somewhat
smaller than the simple estimate of the exchange field
at Hex = TC/10 for TC ≈ 120 K (conditionally deter
mined for the metal–insulator transition in the HHS,
Fig. 4).
The experimental data reveal some features at volt
ages in the vicinity of the S' superconductor gap that
are absent in our calculation results. It cannot be
excluded that these features are due to the magneti
cally active nature of the barriers formed at the inter
faces. Calculations performed in Section 4 did not
take into account the variation of properties of the bar
riers under the action of the magnetic field.
Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the
HHS conductivity σ0 at a zero bias voltage. As can be
seen, the temperature dependence of σ0 at high tem
peratures t > 0.5 agrees with the results of calculations
performed for the parameters taken from the data in
Fig. 7. The same range of temperatures is character
ized by a small influence of the exchange field on σ0.
At relatively low temperatures, t < 0.4, σ0(T) exhibits a
significant decrease that is not described by the pro
posed theoretical model (4) with the experimental val
ues of the HHS parameters. This discrepancy is prob
ably also related to the magnetically active nature of
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6. CONCLUSIONS
A comparison of the data of experimental investi
gations of HHSs based on cuprate (YBCO) and low
temperature superconductors separated by thin man
ganite interlayers, on the one hand, and the results of
theoretical calculations performed using quasiclassi
cal equations of the theory of superconductivity, on
the other hand, showed the presence of features in the
voltage dependence of the conductivity that are
related to the proximity effect. In our experiments, the
primary influence is due to the proximity effect,
related to the penetration of a condensate wavefunc
tion from the lowtemperature superconducting
Au/Nb electrode into the manganite interlayer. Devi
ations of the conductivity of heterostructures from the
results of model calculations is most likely related to
the magnetically active nature of the barriers formed at
the interfaces between the manganite interlayer and
superconducting electrodes.
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